The Learn from the Start Curriculum is for children 0 to 3 years

The Learn from the Start Curriculum is a proprietary curriculum for Learning Care Group and is not available for purchase.

The materials submitted for review are:

- The Learn from the Start Curriculum kit which includes the Planning in Action section, Experiences section and My Resources section. In the Planning in Action section you will find the lesson plans, milestone tracking/assessment forms and resource books for indoor/outdoor enhancements and language and literacy enhancements. In the Experiences section you will find over 1200 activities that match to the milestones in the 5 Developmental Domains. In the My Resources section you will find 4 books with resources directly related to the classroom, program and curriculum.


- The classroom inventory list which includes all of the furnishings, equipment and materials that are required for our infant, toddler and two year old classrooms.

- A list of trainings and professional development opportunities for all teachers.